Introduction
============

Progress in the understanding of human genome variation identifies rare single nucleotide variants as the most prevalent form of genetic diversity^[@r1-2383207]^. The accumulation of rare variation in the population results from the recent population expansion and insufficient time for purifying selection. Evolutionary theory indicates that a proportion of those rare variants may carry some fitness cost. However, to this date, there has been limited research on the phenotypic consequences (e.g., traits, diseases, etc.) of the bulk of the observed variants. Genome wide association studies^[@r2-2383207]^ analyzed the phenotypic consequences of common variants (in general, allele frequency *f* \> 0.05) by relying on large cohorts providing sufficient statistical power. It is highly unlikely that such statistical approaches will be applicable at very low allele frequencies (e.g., *f* \< 0.001), including situations of *n* = 1 patient. Some approaches have explored the use of rare variant gene collapsing strategies^[@r3-2383207]^, the use of biological gene/pathway information, the use of conservation parameters, or other metrics of gene and sequence biological importance. In many cases, only the ingenuity of the researchers can solve the identity of the causal rare variant of a given trait or disease. Increasingly, the biomedical researchers confront the challenge of systematically attributing phenotypic relevance to rare variants (Variants of Unknown Significance, VUS) outside of the setting of a particular trait or clinical disease. Here, each variant needs to be linked with full range of possible phenotypes: PheWAS^[@r4-2383207]^. The rarest, and thus possibly the variants most likely to carry functional consequences, may fail to be identified through such systematic approaches. The considerations above call for specific solutions to identify the few individuals that may share a rare variant (e.g., 5 individuals among 100,000 or 1 million population). These individuals are likely to be found across different studies, populations, and countries. The required tools are those that search for those rare variants, recover and condense available metadata, and trigger additional phenotyping.

There are a few existing efforts on connecting rare VUS. Geno2MP^[@r5-2383207]^, which stands for Genotype to Mendelian Phenotype browser, allows one to query a gene, chromosomal position or HPO term separately in a centralized database with aggregated variants. GeneMatcher^[@r6-2383207]^ uses a different mechanism, which connects investigators who post the same gene of interest (by gene symbol or base pair position). The Beacon project^[@r7-2383207]^ is another attempt to solve the issue of matching based on one genetic variant but no subsequent phenotype matching is provided. The proposed PALME framework aims to solve rare phenotype/genetic association by allowing comparison and annotation of a large number of rare VUS. Aggregating and sharing data is not the only purpose that PALME intends to achieve. Most significant part of our interests lie in organizing data in a meaningful way and providing tools for users to perform genome comparison and relevant statistical analysis. In PALME, clinicians and researchers may deduce potential correlation features of health conditions and rare VUS by analyzing the comparison results. PALME contains not only genome sequences of patients but also related observational healthcare and medication data. These resources enable PALME to serve as a prototype for searching patients like my genome.

Methods
=======

PALME is built on the latest technology advances in R, Rshiny, HTML5, JS, and CSS, which enable webservice to deal with clients request promptly. To utilize the great advantages of statistical and graphical functionalities in R, the backend of our webservice is running on the R Shiny-server^[@r8-2383207]^, which also allows us to adopt R-Shiny to provide an interactive user experience. We use MongoDB, an open source and Non-SQL database, as the backend database to store large-scale genome data and healthcare data in the consideration of irregularities of the datasets. It offers scheme-free feature to developers, by which various formatted data can be dumped into a BSON format (similar to JSON format) without having to be transformed into a table-based representation. All genome data and healthcare data used in our demo webservice are retrieved from the Personal Genome Project (PGP)^[@r9-2383207]^, where over 4360 individuals were available in the PGP, but only 22% of them have complete medical records. We identified over 1000 medical conditions and 430 treatments in the prepressed database. We selected a subset of patients with both genome and medical profiles from 23andMe.

In PALME, four major operations, including search, statistical comparison, match, and statistical analysis, are available for users. As illustrated in [Figure 1](#f1-2383207){ref-type="fig"}, datasets with genotype data, gene summary information, condition information, and medication records are stored in a MongoDB database. PALME provides multiple web interfaces to present these pre-organized datasets from the backend. Additionally, we also integrated the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine---Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT)^[@r10-2383207]^ into our system. In PALME, we provide an interactive interface for browsing through SNOMET CT for any given record. As aforementioned in this paper, PALME, in particular, aims to develop effective scientific webservice for identifying patients with a similar genetic profile and for revealing the correlation between rare variants and certain phenotype conditions. In the comparison process, we leverage Hamming distance^[@r11-2383207]^ as a metric to quantify the similarity among genome sequences. By uploading genome profiles in Variant Call Format (VCF)^[@r12-2383207]^, PALME service can evaluate the Hamming distance between the querying VCF file and those of participants in our database. Based on Hamming distance, PALME returns sorted list of similar participants in ascending order. Besides, the corresponding conditions and medications will also be presented as outputs through interactive graphic interfaces with both tables and charts. Detailed descriptions of each module will be presented in the next sections.

Results
=======

Data organization in PALME
--------------------------

Flexible and effective data query is essential for large-scale data. PALME stores datasets as collections using the MongoDB and creates some necessary collections to represent correlations between datasets to facilitate database access. To take advantages of the index mechanism in the MongoDB, we established several associated indices on attributes that will be frequently requested to remarkably improve the query throughput, where all the indexing processes are handled by mongoDB automatically. With above optimizations, most query results can be returned onto web pages within one second.

Multiple criteria-based searches were also supported by our service to meet different demands of different users. For example, users may have an interest in querying genome sequence by participant ID or by certain variants. To query the sequence of a specific participant in the PGP database, one needs to input participant ID (i.e., huID in PGP project) in the search field. In the same way, relevant information (e.g., summary, computational evidence, functional evidence, published research, etc.) of a gene can be returned from PALME by searching with Gene ID. In searching a gene, system will also match the rsID of SNPs that locate on the gene. In practice, researchers are more likely to deduce statistical conclusions based on several criteria. Searching across multiple criteria can be achieved by using 'colon' to connect the values of these fields. For instance, in [Figure 2](#f2-2383207){ref-type="fig"}, the query of 1:75714554:C indicates that a user would like to search records with an allele C at the position 75714554 of chromosome 1 in the database. Furthermore, by selecting the Advanced Search option, users can search both genome data and conditions at the same time. The backend service will automatically generate the corresponding results (like JOIN statement in SQL databases) and display them on the web page as shown in [Figure 2](#f2-2383207){ref-type="fig"}. In PALME, we adopted the standard VCF format to organize genome sequences in our database. Users can also check medication information of participants by selecting the related huID in the result table.

SNOMED CT browser
-----------------

PALME provides the SNOMED CT browsing module with the aims of mapping condition information in our database onto standard clinical terms and further augmenting practicability for healthcare professionals. SNOMET CT has an acyclic taxonomic hierarchy structure, which categorizes all clinical terms and relevant processes in concept. There are four core components in SNOMED CT including concepts, descriptions, relationships, and references. Each component is represented as a text file or a relational table in SQL schema (shown in [Figure 3(a)](#f3-2383207){ref-type="fig"}). The concept file defines numerical codes of clinical concepts while description file includes the term of each concept in Fully Specified Name (FSN) or Synonym, where negated concepts are also considered in the SNOMED CT database. The directed hierarchy structure is recorded in the relationship, to identify that one concept '\|is a\|' type of another concept. One concept may have more than one parent concepts. Similarly, one concept can possess one or more children concepts. As illustrated in [Figure 3(b)](#f3-2383207){ref-type="fig"}, concept with ID 53430007 is the common child of concepts with IDs 29857009, 279001004, and 290078008. On the other hand, it is a higher level abstract of concepts with IDs 225573003,237453001, 247415009, and 5522007.

In our database, each personal condition was mapped onto a unique SNOMED CT concept ID (i.e., the SnoctID column in [Figure 2(a)](#f2-2383207){ref-type="fig"}). When users search for a condition, the system will match it to the concept automatically. SNOMED CT browser will be invoked, when a concept ID is selected by a user. First, PALME searches the Relationship database of SNOMED CT to find records, whose source ID and destination ID match the concept ID. Source IDs and destination IDs are set to concept IDs in the concept file, identifying the concepts that start and end certain types of relationships. Currently, the platform only supports the '\|is a\|' relationship in the terminology hierarchy structure. Second, PALME returns descriptions of source concepts and destination concepts from the Descriptions database. Finally, the results will be rearranged and presented to users on a web page. [Figure 3(c)](#f3-2383207){ref-type="fig"} is an example of the SNOMED CT hierarchy in PALME. The green node (i.e., Breast pain) is the target disease while the red nodes represent the synonyms that can be classified as Breast Pain, and the blue nodes are parent concepts of Breast Pain in broader clinical scopes. By clicking the tree nodes, users can traverse the whole SNOMED CT terminology database along with the hierarchy.

Getting Hamming distance is the first step to enable similarity comparison in our framework. PALME provides an analytical process by combining genome similarity results with patient-level observational healthcare data to reveal the potential relation between genome and health conditions. When Hamming distance between querying sequences and those of participants in our database are calculated, a sorted list of similar patients based on Hamming distance in ascending order will be presented to users. We implemented an interactive graphic interface for users to evaluate the distribution of conditions. For example, as shown in [Figure 5](#f5-2383207){ref-type="fig"}, depression has the highest frequency (about 77 patients) among all conditions based on a certain user's query, which may imply that the genome data in the query may more likely be shared by patients with depression. In other words, the person with the querying genome sequence may be more susceptible to depression. Furthermore, we also integrate medication datasets in our database. Lherefore, through the medication information on those people with depression symptoms, the potential chronic side effects of some medications frequently used by these patients may be identified by integrating more data.

Similarity measurement based on Hamming distance
------------------------------------------------

PALME utilizes Hamming distance to measure the similarity between different genome sequences. Lo reduce database access and redundant comparison, as shown in [Figure 4](#f4-2383207){ref-type="fig"}, we align all SNPs' locations in genome datasets to the same reference human genome V3 from 23andMe^[@r13-2383207]^. Lhen, we encode the REF and ALL pairs with numerical values according to the Coding table in [Figure 4](#f4-2383207){ref-type="fig"}. We also map all columns of these numerical values to one collection in the database to speed up data query and analyses. Lhe coding table in [Figure 4](#f4-2383207){ref-type="fig"} covers all cases that would occur in REF and ALL pairs, such as insertion in which ALL is a dot while REF is not, or deletion with a dot in both ALL and REF fields. Lhe system will return ranked results based on Hamming distances.

Discussion and limitations
==========================

In this paper, we proposed a PALME webservice to enable users to query similar patients based on their genetic profiles and healthcare data. The proposed PALME framework was evaluated with public data from the Personal Genome Project. In PALME, users can query genome data, patient-level health data, medication data, and SNOMED CT terminologies. The similarity of genetic profiles in PALME is measured by Hamming distance. Interactive graphic interfaces enable researchers to reveal potential correlations among similar genomes, observational healthcare data, and medication data. The proposed PALME service has several limitations. Currently, the PALME prototype only supports small datasets based on the PGP for the initial testing phase. To include more data into PALME, we plan to incorporate publicly available datasets such as the 1000 genome project and HapMap. We highly encourage users to contribute their own data to our platform anonymously. However, it takes time and effort to accumulate additional data. As healthcare data contain sensitive personal information, they can lead to patient re-identification and cause negative impact. This is a major challenge that very limited publicly datasets contain comprehensive patient information, including genomic data, medication records and treatments of the same patients. Another challenge is about the integration of heterogeneous data from different sources. We need to develop specific interface and methods to preprocess heterogeneous datasets using a common data model. The performance of PALME in handling certain queries still needs to be improved. We only considered the Hamming distance for quantifying the similarity. In our future study, we will support other distance measurements. To make it more user-friendly and useful, we will simplify the operations and develop more visualization modules in future work. In this study, we evaluated the PALME webservice with public dataset from PGP without considering the potential privacy risk^[@r14-2383207],[@r15-2383207]^, when involving private data. It is important to enhance the privacy protection^[@r16-2383207],[@r17-2383207]^, which warrants the further investigation along this line.

Conclusion
==========

In this study, we present a PAtients Like My gEnome (PALME) webservice, which can match patients based on their genotype and phenotype data. Both dual query (a variant + phenotype), and genome sequence based query were supported in PALME. Given a dual query, PALME can output exactly matched patient profiles in the PGP database. For genome sequence based query in VCF file, PAMLE returns matched patient profiles based on Hamming distance similarity in an ascending order, as well as, the distribution of phenotypes of these similar patients. PALME is designed not only for biomedical researchers to support their studies on human genomes, but also for individuals who want to explore their own genetic profiles.
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